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Infrared Universe

Cosmic extragalactic background light – models and observations, Dole et al. (2006)

Optical Infrared

EBL (model) is governed by processes related to galaxy formation (How much 
radiation comes out from what process – SF? Accretion? How is the structure formed? 
How does it evolve?). And we see “infrared” is as important as optical.    



Madau & Dickinson (2014)   

Different star formation rate indicators (UV, IR, …) seems to agree that the cosmic star 
formation rate density peaked at z~2. AGN must have played a role in this …  

Cosmic star formation



Contribution of the “infrared-luminous” galaxies to the total cosmic star formation 
rate density increases at high redshift. Understanding these populations (why are 
they so luminous? Purely do to the SF or due to the AGN?) would be important to 
make a complete picture for galaxy formation and evolution.     

Cosmic star formation

Casey et al. (2014)



Madau & Dickinson (2014)   

Different star formation rate indicators (UV, IR, …) seems to agree that the cosmic star 
formation rate density peaked at z~2. AGN must have played a role in this …  

Black hole accretion history (Xray Infrared)

Cosmic star formation



Hopkins et al. (2008)



• Resolving the Extragalactic Background Light
• The intensive coincident near-infrared data useful for detecting 

cosmic near-infrared background atvarious angular scales
• the wealth of multi-wavelength data that enables good 

characterization of the foreground populations

• Dust Enrichment and Obscured Star Formation in Low- and 
High-redshift Galaxies
• Red objects
• Star formation and dust processing

• Co-evolution of SMBH and their Host Galaxies
• Identification of galaxies that harbour an actively accreting 

SMBH and reliably decomposing its emission from that of its 
host galaxy.

Motivations of the exgal “survey”



NEP overview
• North Ecliptic Pole (18h 00m 00s, 66d 30m 00s)

• A region with exceptionally high visibility for space missions 
with specific orbit (e.g., AKARI IR telescope)   

Kim et al. (2012)



AKARI space infrared telescope 
Operated during 2006-2011, MIR-FIR instruments (imaging and prism 
spectroscopy), mainly by Japan (JAXA), with great cooperation with Korea, 
UK/Europe (and other regions).                              ... Earlier times of EAO?   



• AKARI mapped ~5.4 deg2 around NEP with 9 MIR bands, 
completely covering 2-24μm wavelength range.       

WISE WISEIRS

NEP overview



NEP overview
Basically, NEP survey is kind of two-tiered survey: NEP-Deep (inner ~0.6 
deg2), and NEP-Wide (~5.4deg2). The existing NEP collaboration is a team 
with loose, open relationship – leaders (were) Japan (Deep) and Korea (Wide).  

Kim et al. (2012)
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Slides from H. Matsuhara, N. Oi (Nov 2017)
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Slides from H. Matsuhara, N. Oi (Nov 2017)



AGN/SF classification
Thanks to the continuous MIR coverage, AGN/SF classification is clear 
through the SED fitting analysis.   

Kim et al. (2015)



AGN/SF classification
Thanks to the continuous MIR coverage, AGN/SF classification is clear 
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with JCMT large program

• Inner 1 deg2 was covered by JCMT SCUBA-2 Cosmological 
Large Survey (S2CLS, Geach et al. 2016)

• Our survey aims to observe remaining ~4 deg2

• PONG1800 observations
: 1-σ semsitivity of 1.83 mJy

• Expected Observing time

: 400 hours

: 21 fields × 28scans × 40min

: ranked as B 

– but the progress seems pretty good.
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Resolving Cosmic IR background

• Cross-correlation between NIR and FIR CIB fluctuation
signal is a test marker that can constrain the cause of CIB 
fluctuation. 

- Near-IR (Seo+ 15, 2.4㎛) - Far-IR (Lagache+ 07, 160㎛)
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Dust in local and high-z galaxies

• Uncertainties in the FIR SED fitting are mainly due to the 
dust temperatures and dust composition, which would 
greatly be reduced with the addition of 850μm.    
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Dust in local and high-z galaxies

• The correlation between the MIR (8μm) luminosity function 
and the total IR luminosity function would provide the z-
evolution of dust properties.   

Figs from Kim et al. (2015)
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Evolution of SMBH

• The (possible) suppression of the star formation by radio-
loud AGNs should be investigated further with the 850μm.  

Figs from Karouzos et al. (2014)
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Evolution of SMBH

• Samples of differently selected AGNs over the wide NEP 
region would enable study of the contribution to cosmic 
star formation by AGN host galaxies as a function of 
redshift.

• Radio selected AGNs 

• X-ray selected (Compton-thick) AGNs

• Optically selected (spectroscopically confirmed) AGNs

• MIR selected AGNs (based on the MIR PAH features)

• SED selected AGNs (benefited by the multi-λ data)
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Survey Depth Estimation 

• Central ~15 arcmin has uniform depth of 2.5mJy/beam

1σ depth
~ 2.5 mJy/beam

r = 15 arcmin

Figs from H. Seo (Jan 2018) for NEP-1 
pointing, similar noise in other regions 
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Source Extraction
• 24 sources are detected at > 4σ

• The number will be ~500 once the survey is completed 

r = 15 arcmin

Observed flux

Deboosted flux

Figs from H. Seo (Jan 2018)



Prelimary work w/ S2CLS

850micron-detected sources (SMGs) and DOGs in the NEP-Deep region (Seo et al. 2018)
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Evolution of submm galaxies?



SED fitting, AGN contribution

SMGs 
(squares)

DOGs 
(triangles)

AGN contribution is smaller in SMGs than DOGs.



Summary-

• NEP survey – started from the MIR Deep/Wide imaging, now 
there are many ancillary datasets to be used in the galaxy 
formation and evolution studies.(Next generation missions such as 
EUCLID will visit NEP again)  

• With JCMT/SCUBA-2 observations, we would be able to reduce 
uncertainties in the derived L(IR), and the SED fitting analysis of 
dusty galaxies in NEP region. 


